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Union Pacific Railroad Company (UP) has filed a Response to the Petition and Request 

for Agency Action filed by Petitioner Logan City (the City). By its Response, UP requests the 

Commission to dismiss or delay any action on the City’s Petition. The City submits this Reply. 

As noted herein, UP’s Response fails to address the substance of the City’s Petition, and 

instead makes arguments and assertions the Commission is without jurisdiction to even address, 

let alone rely on to dismiss the City’s Petition. UP’s Response is both substantively unsupported 

and procedurally improper.  
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REPLY TO UNION PACIFIC’S “BACKGROUND” STATEMENTS 

Although UP fails to specifically address any of the factual allegations supporting the 

City’s Petition, the City takes this opportunity to reply to UP’s background statements and 

provide important context. 

For example, UP correctly asserts that UDOT promulgated Administrative Rule 930-5 

“more than a decade ago,” and that for all of that time the Rule provided, in pertinent part: 

Responsibility for maintenance is as described in this section unless a separate 

agreement applies. 

 

The Railroad is responsible for the maintenance of all Railroad Passive Warning 

Devices and Active Warning Devices within the Railroad right-of-way. 

 

Response at ¶¶ 5-6, quoting Utah Admin. Code R930-5-8(1) (2010). 

 

However, UP fails to allege or acknowledge that on March, 13, 2013, it entered into a 

“MASTER AGREEMENT” with UDOT which “COVER[S] GRADE CROSSING SAFETY 

IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS IN THE STATE OF UTAH.” The 2013 Master Agreement 

provides, in pertinent part: 

Upon completion of the warning device installation at any particular grade 

crossing, the Railroad, at its own expense (except as herein or in any future 

supplement otherwise provided), shall thereafter operate and maintain said 

warning devices in proper working condition; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that this 

provision shall not negate the Railroad’s eligibility for any further federal, state or 

local or other public funds that may become available for the maintenance of said 

devices. 

 

Master Agreement, attached as Exhibit A, at ¶ 8 (emphasis added). 

 

And despite the Rule’s language in 2010 that “[t]he Railroad is responsible for the 

maintenance,” and despite UP’s 2013 Agreement with UDOT that it would be responsible for 

maintenance of grade crossing safety improvements, UP’s own exhibits demonstrate that UP has 
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consistently required Utah municipalities to enter into agreements dictating that the 

municipalities bear all maintenance costs. See, e.g., Response at Exhibit 5 (At-Grade Crossing 

Agreement with Logan City dated August 11, 2010, requiring the City to bear all signal 

maintenance costs); Exhibit 6 (At-Grade Crossing Agreement with West Jordan City dated 

March 9, 2018, requiring the City to bear all maintenance costs). 

UP’s practice continued and culminated with its presentation to the City in March of 

2020, after road and crossing construction had been proceeding for months, with a proposed 

agreement requiring the City to pay a significant annual maintenance “fee.” That fee would be 

due regardless of any maintenance UP actually performed.  See Petition at ¶ 30. (UP continued to 

insist the City pay for maintenance expenses throughout the period the parties were negotiating. 

See id. ¶¶ 36-47.) 

This put the City in the position of having to agree to UP’s terms, or be left with a 

substantially unsafe intersection. See Petition at ¶ 32 (“On June 29, 2020, UPRR rejected the 

Petitioners’ request to allow construction to proceed on the project while the parties continued to 

negotiate the terms of the At-grade Crossing Agreement.”); see also Utah Local Governmental 

Trust Letter to City Safety Manager, attached as Exhibit B (“My understanding is that this 

construction has been halted due to disagreements with the railroad. I highly recommend that this 

construction be completed as soon as possible to reduce safety risks in the area. Please let me 

know if there is anything I can do to help remedy the situation.”). 

UP’s practice in turn led UDOT to adopt an emergency 120-day rule to clarify UDOT’s 

original intent, that the railroad’s “responsibility” includes the obligation to perform and pay for 

maintenance. See Petition at ¶¶ 33-35. 
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UP correctly alleges that during the process formally amending the Rule to clarify 

UDOT’s original intent, UP submitted a comment opposing the amendment, which it attaches as 

Exhibit 4 to its Response. See Response at ¶¶ 14-15. However, UP fails to allege or acknowledge 

that despite the longstanding language and its prior Master Agreement, it had never before 

challenged or commented on the Rule. 

As UDOT noted in its response to the comment: 

… UP's comments allege the proposed changes violate state and federal 

law and the U.S. Constitution because they "allocate 100% of the maintenance 

costs of Crossings to Union Pacific." UP's comments also allege UDOT's 

proposed changes to R930-5-8 will "effectively end the practice of entering into 

construction and maintenance agreements." Neither allegation is correct. 

 

All at-grade railroad crossings are not the same. There are various 

configurations of crossings and safety devices required at the different types of 

crossings. R930-5-8 intends to assign maintenance responsibilities to the railroad 

company, the highway authority, or others based on state or federal regulatory 

requirements. R930-5-8 does not allocate all maintenance responsibility to UP or 

any railroad company. R930¬5-8(1)(f) assigns maintenance responsibility to the 

highway authority. R930-5-8(1)(g) apportions maintenance responsibility 

between the highway authority and the railroad. R930-5-8(1)(h)(i) assigns 

maintenance responsibility to the industry owning the trackage or as agreed to by 

the parties. Since R930-5-8 allocates maintenance responsibilities to various 

parties, the proposed changes to R930-5-8 do not effectively eliminate UP's 

ability to enter maintenance and construction contracts. 

 

The Utah Division of Administrative Rules published the version of R930-

5-8 in effect on January 1, 2010, in Bulletin Number 2010-1. UDOT effectuated 

R930-5-8 on February 8, 2010. UDOT cannot find comments submitted by UP 

discussing or objecting to the current R930-5-8 in the ten years since the initial 

comment period's opening. UDOT's proposed changes to R930-5-8 pertaining to 

maintenance obligations are not substantive. Any adverse effect the rule may have 

on UP has existed for more than ten years. UP has not attempted to inform UDOT 

that R930-5-8 negatively impacts UP for more than ten years. UP's comments 

regarding the proposed changes to R930-5-8 are the only comments submitted to 

UDOT by a railroad in more than ten years. No other railroad in Utah has claimed 

to be harmed by R930-5-8 or the proposed changes. UDOT disputes UP's 

contention that its proposed changes, intended to clarify its original intent, will 

have a material adverse impact on UP now. 
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UDOT Letter to Sarah Goldberg, attached as Exhibit C. 

UP goes on to allege that “Union Pacific has a long and successful history of working 

cooperatively and in good faith with UDOT and local road authorities.” Response at ¶ 17. The 

City clearly disputes this allegation for the reasons set forth by its Petition and by this Reply. 

And UP made the same allegation in its Complaint against UDOT, which UDOT denied as 

follows: 

[UDOT] denies the allegations of paragraph 13. [UDOT] avers that 

Plaintiff has not “worked cooperatively and in good faith with UDOT and other 

local road authorities in maintaining crossings within the state of Utah” and this 

has resulted in disputes with the cities of Logan and Delta concerning Plaintiff’s 

practices. [UDOT] avers that the dispute over crossing maintenance costs with the 

City of Logan is currently pending before the Public Service Commission. 

Finally, [UDOT] avers that Plaintiff has attempted to require the closure or 

improvement of other crossings or new cost-shifting maintenance agreements 

before it would allow important highway projects to move forward or safety 

improvements to be completed. 

 

UDOT Answer at ¶ 13, attached as Exhibit D. 

Finally, as noted above, while UP describes settlement discussions with the City, see, 

e.g., Response at ¶¶ 25-26, it fails to acknowledge that despite the longstanding language of the 

Rule, its Master Agreement with UDOT, and the clarifying amendments established by the 2020 

emergency rule in July 2020 and the finally adopted R530-5-8 in March 2021, throughout these 

discussions UP continued to insist that the City bear the costs of maintenance after the At-Grade 

crossing construction. This is precisely what led to the City’s Petition—UP’s continued 

insistence that the City agree to something that is contrary to R530-5-8. 
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ARGUMENT 

1. THE COMMISSION CANNOT ADDRESS UNION PACIFIC’S ARGUMENTS 

REGARDING THE VALIDITY OF UDOT’S ADMINISTRATIVE RULE. 

 

UP’s Response primarily parrots the Complaint it has filed against UDOT and argues that 

“[t]he Commission should dismiss the City’s Petition [with prejudice] because the Amended 

Rule that is central to the City’s Petition (1) violates Utah statutory law, [and] (2) violates federal 

statutory and constitutional law[.]”  Response at 7; see also id. at 7-12. This argument ignores 

both limitations on the Commission’s jurisdiction and applicable procedural requirements. 

“‘It is well established that the Commission has no inherent regulatory powers other than 

those expressly granted or clearly implied by statute.”’ Hi-Country Estates Homeowners Ass’n v. 

Bagley & Co., 901 P.2d 1017, 1021 (Utah 1995) (quoting Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co. v. 

Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 754 P.2d 928, 930 (Utah 1988)). “When a ‘specific power is conferred by 

statute upon a … commission with limited powers, the powers are limited to such as are 

specifically mentioned.”’ Id. (quoting Union Pac. R.R. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 103 Utah 186, 134 

P.2d 469, 474 (1943). “Accordingly, to ensure that the administrative powers of the 

[Commission] are not overextended, any reasonable doubt of the existence of any power must be 

resolved against the exercise thereof.” Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). 

UP cites no statute which specifically provides the Commission with the power to 

determine whether a Rule promulgated and amended by UDOT is invalid or unconstitutional in 

undertaking the Commission’s responsibilities to act on the City’s Petition. Section 54-4-

15(4)(a), which UP does not cite, but which might otherwise provide the Commission with 

jurisdiction to resolve a dispute between UDOT and a regulated utility, does not specifically 

confer jurisdiction over UDOT’s rulemaking authority. See, e.g., Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-
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15(4)(a). But such specificity is required. See Hi-Country Estates, 901 P.2d at 1021 (“[T]he 

[commission’s] powers are limited to such as are specifically mentioned.”); see also Heber Light 

& Power Co. v. Utah Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 2010 UT 27, ¶ 24, 231 P.3d 1203 (“[A]uthority to 

regulate governmental entities in any respect cannot be read into the statute.”). 

Notably by contrast, the Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act does provide a specific 

process that allows a person aggrieved by an administrative rule to challenge the rule. That 

administrative process specifically applies to challenges asserting that the “rule violates 

constitutional or statutory law or the agency does not have legal authority to make the rule.” 

Utah Code § 63G-3-602(4)(a)(i). UP expressly brings it’s separately-filed complaint against 

UDOT pursuant to that statutory scheme for judicial review of administrative rules. 

Both the lack of any applicable specific jurisdictional provision in 54-4-1, et. al. and the 

comprehensive nature of the Administrative Rulemaking Act strongly imply that the 

Commission has no authority to review and determine the validity of administrative rules 

promulgated by another entity. See, e.g., Hi-Country Estates, 901 P.2d at 1021 (“[T]o ensure that 

the administrative powers of the [Commission] are not overextended, any reasonable doubt of 

the existence of any power must be resolved against the exercise thereof.”). 

And importantly, even if the Commission had jurisdiction to determine whether UDOT’s 

Amended Rule were invalid and unconstitutional in connection with the City’s Petition as UP 

apparently assumes, UP has failed to follow the appropriate procedural steps to allow the 

Commission to do so. See, e.g., Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-15(4)(a) (requiring a person aggrieved 

by UDOT action to file a “petition”). See also R746-101-1, et seq. (requiring a person or agency 

seeking a declaratory ruling by the Commission as to the “interpretation or explanation of rights, 
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status, interests or other legal relationships under a statute, rule or order” to file a “petition” 

expressly seeking such a ruling, in a specific form.). 

Indeed, R746-101-2 requires a petitioner seeking such a ruling to serve a petition on “the 

public utility which could or would be adversely affected by a Commission ruling favorable to 

the Petitioner.”  R746-101-2.D. Here, UDOT is the entity which could or would be adversely 

affected by the declaration UP requests—that R530-5-8 is invalid or unconstitutional as a basis 

for dismissing the City’s Petition. But, UP has not served UDOT with a petition and UDOT is 

not a party. 

Setting aside UP’s noncompliance with applicable rules, fundamental concepts of due 

process (as also reflected in the Commission’s rules) would require UP to bring UDOT into this 

action to participate and actively defend the Rule before requesting the Commission to determine 

its validity as a basis for denying the City’s Petition. Indeed, in civil proceedings, Rule 24 of the 

Utah Rules of Civil Procedure requires that a person challenging the constitutionality of a 

governmental entity’s rule or administrative enactment notify the entity by serving it if the entity 

is not a party to the proceeding. UP has not done so. 

In short, the arguments UP primarily relies on for its request that the Commission dismiss 

the City’s Petition are both substantively and procedurally improper and provide no basis for the 

relief UP requests. 

2. UNION PACIFIC PROVIDES NO COGNIZABLE REASON FOR THE 

COMMISSION TO DELAY ACTION ON THE CITY’S PETITION. 

 

UP’s “alternative” argument is that “[t]he Commission should dismiss the Petition 

without prejudice pending the outcome of the current litigation.” UP supports this argument 

solely with the assertion that “the future of the Amended Rule is uncertain.”  Response at 12-13.  
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This argument based only upon “future” and “uncertain” events is also contrary to applicable 

law. 

As set forth above and in the City’s Petition, the Rule’s language requiring UP to pay for 

maintenance has been in effect since 2010. UP agreed to be responsible for maintenance of 

crossing improvements in the State in a Master Agreement with UDOT in 2013. UDOT amended 

the applicable Rule on an emergency basis to clarify any ambiguity in July, 2020. The clarifying 

amendment took full effect in March, 2021. Throughout this extended period, however, UP has 

taken the position that municipalities, particularly including the City and Delta, must agree to be 

responsible for maintenance. UP has done so without asserting any challenge to the Rule—until 

September 24, 2021, more than a decade after the Rule first took effect, and more than a year 

after UDOT’s clarifying amendment.1 

In similar contexts, the Utah Supreme Court has made clear that “an order issued by a 

court with jurisdiction over the subject matter and person must be obeyed by the parties until it is 

reversed by orderly and proper proceedings. This is true without regard even for the 

constitutionality of the Act under which the order is issued.”  Macris v. Sevea Int’l, Inc., 2013 

UT App 176, ¶ 28, 307 P.3d 625 (cleaned up) (emphasis added); cf. 2 Ton Plumbing, L.L.C. v. 

 
1 And as UDOT noted in its response to UP’s comment: 

 

Any adverse effect the rule may have on UP has existed for more than ten years. 

UP has not attempted to inform UDOT that R930-5-8 negatively impacts UP for 

more than ten years. UP's comments regarding the proposed changes to R930-5-8 

are the only comments submitted to UDOT by a railroad in more than ten years. 

No other railroad in Utah has claimed to be harmed by R930-5-8 or the proposed 

changes. 

 

Supra ¶ 8. 
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Thorgaard, 2015 UT 29, ¶ 23 n.16, 345 P.3d 675, 680 (“[C]ompliance with the statute is 

required before a party is entitled to the benefits created by the statute.”). 

UP should not be heard requesting the Commission to delay ruling on the City’s Petition 

when UP has itself delayed in challenging the Rule on which it is based. The Commission should 

determine whether, for an extended period of time, UP has engaged in practices that are illegal 

under the unchallenged Rule, are “unjust, unreasonable, unsafe, improper, inadequate or 

insufficient,” and to remedy the same by order. See Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-7. 

Finally, in support of its argument UP expressly acknowledges that any change in the 

Rule is “uncertain.” Indeed, as UDOT has made clear by its response to UP’s comment on the 

amended rule and by its Answer to the Complaint, UDOT intends to vigorously defend the Rule.  

That litigation, including any appeals, could take many years, and could very well be resolved in 

UDOT’s favor. In the meantime, the Rule is currently the law and UP continues to ignore it, 

while not disputing that the Commission has authority to regulate UP’s practices. 

The Commission should not countenance UP’s tactics and attempts to avoid its 

responsibilities under the law as it currently exists by delaying the exercise of the Commission’s 

statutory authority. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, the City respectfully submits that Union Pacific’s 

Response to the City’s Petition provides no cognizable basis to dismiss the City’s Petition or to 

delay the Commission’s exercise of its statutory responsibilities. 
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DATED this 17th day of November, 2021.  

SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 

 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Robert C. Keller 

Dani N. Cepernich 

      10 Exchange Place, 11th Floor 

      Post Office Box 45000 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 

 

 

LOGAN CITY ATTORNEY’S OFFICE 

 

 

/s/ Craig J. Carlston     

(Signed with Permission) 

Kymber Housley 

Craig J. Carlston  

Logan City Attorney 

290 N 100 W 

Logan, Utah 84321 

 

Attorneys for Petitioner Logan City 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 I hereby certify that on this 17th day of November, 2021, I served, via E-Mail, a true and 

correct copy of the attached REPLY TO UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD’S RESPONSE TO 

PETITION AND REQUEST FOR AGENCY ACTION upon the parties listed below to: 

Kymberly Housley 

Craig J. Carlston 

Logan City Attorney 

290 North 100 West 

Logan, UT 84321 

kymber.housley@loganutah.org 

craig.carlston@loganutah.org 

 

John W. Huber 

Anikka T. Hoidal 

GREENBERG TRAUIG, LLP 

222 South Main Street, 5th Floor 

Salt Lake City, UT 84101 

huberj@gtlaw.com 

hoidala@gtlaw.com 

        

  

Robert C. Keller 
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EXHIBIT “B” 



 
 

 
 
Brody Parker          July 27, 2020 
Safety Manager 
Logan City  
P. O. Box 527  
Logan, UT 84323-0527 
 
 
Brody, 
 
I recently visited the extended street construction site in Logan City from 1000 North to 1800 North 
on 600 West street.  This extensive construction has produced significant impacts to traffic flow 
which result in serious safety hazards.  During daily high traffic flow periods the construction area 
causes traffic backing for several blocks in multiple directions, sometimes leaving traffic exposed to 
rail traffic without an exit should a train pass.  Congestion can lead to increased traffic accidents and 
construction incidents.  Please see attached photo.   
 
My understanding is that this construction has been halted due to disagreements with the railroad.  I 
highly recommend that this construction be completed as soon as possible to reduce safety risks in 
the area.  Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help remedy the situation. 
 
 

 
 
Jason Watterson, CIH, CHMM, ARM-P 
Loss Prevention Consultant 
435.213.6869 
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STATE OF UTAH
OFFICE O F THE ATTOR NE Y GE NERAL  

 

 
 

SEAN D. REYES  
ATTORNEY GENERAL

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                      Spencer E. Austin Ric Cantrell               Melissa A. Holyoak                           Brian L. Tarbet 

Chief Criminal Deputy Chief of Staff Solicitor General   Chief Civil Deputy   

__________________________________________________________________________________________
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor, P. O. Box 140857, Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0857, Telephone: 801-366-0353 Fax: 801-366-0352

March 23, 2021

Sarah Goldberg
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Attorneys at Law 
222 South Main Street,5th Floor 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84101 

Subject:  Union Pacific Railroad's Comments on Proposed Amendment to Utah Admin. Code 
R930-5-8; Filing No. 53184 

Dear Ms. Goldberg: 
 
 This letter responds to the above-referenced comments by Union Pacific Railroad (UP) received by the 
Department of Transportation (UDOT) on January 7, 2021.  UDOT disagrees with UP's remarks as they 
misrepresent the purpose and likely result of UDOT's proposed changes to Utah Admin. Code Rule R930-5-8 
(R930-5-8).

UDOT's proposed changes to R930-5-8 do three things:  1) The proposed changes define responsibility 
as the obligation to perform and pay for maintenance, 2) require agreements to reallocate responsibility to be 
made before a maintenance project begins, and 3) require the agreements to be in writing.  UP's comments 
allege the proposed changes violate state and federal law and the U.S. Constitution because they "allocate 100% 
of the maintenance costs of Crossings to Union Pacific."  UP's comments also allege UDOT's proposed changes 
to R930-5-8 will "effectively end the practice of entering into construction and maintenance agreements."  
Neither allegation is correct. 
 
 All at-grade railroad crossings are not the same.  There are various configurations of crossings and 
safety devices required at the different types of crossings.  R930-5-8 intends to assign maintenance 
responsibilities to the railroad company, the highway authority, or others based on state or federal regulatory 
requirements.  R930-5-8 does not allocate all maintenance responsibility to UP or any railroad company.  R930-
5-8(1)(f) assigns maintenance responsibility to the highway authority.  R930-5-8(1)(g) apportions maintenance 
responsibility between the highway authority and the railroad.  R930-5-8(1)(h)(i) assigns maintenance 
responsibility to the industry owning the trackage or as agreed to by the parties.  Since R930-5-8 allocates 
maintenance responsibilities to various parties, the proposed changes to R930-5-8 do not effectively eliminate 
UP's ability to enter maintenance and construction contracts. 
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Greenberg Traurig, LLP 
March 23, 2021 
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The Utah Division of Administrative Rules published the version of R930-5-8 in effect on January 1, 
2010, in Bulletin Number 2010-1.  UDOT effectuated R930-5-8 on February 8, 2010.  UDOT cannot find 
comments submitted by UP discussing or objecting to the current R930-5-8 in the ten years since the initial 
comment period's opening.  UDOT's proposed changes to R930-5-8 pertaining to maintenance obligations are 
not substantive.  Any adverse effect the rule may have on UP has existed for more than ten years.  UP has not 
attempted to inform UDOT that R930-5-8 negatively impacts UP for more than ten years.  UP's comments 
regarding the proposed changes to R930-5-8 are the only comments submitted to UDOT by a railroad in more 
than ten years.  No other railroad in Utah has claimed to be harmed by R930-5-8 or the proposed changes.  
UDOT disputes UP's contention that its proposed changes, intended to clarify its original intent, will have a 
material adverse impact on UP now.

Based on the above, UDOT intends to effectuate the proposed changes to R930-5-8 before the end of 
business Thursday, March 25, 2021.  If you have questions, please contact me directly at (801) 891-3315.

Respectfully,

______________________________ 
James W. Palmer, A.A.G 

jwp/lle
cc: Carlos M. Braceras, P.E.

Linda T. Hull
Teri Anne Newell
Lisa Jeppeson Wilson
Kris T. Peterson
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EXHIBIT “D” 



MARK E. BURNS (#06706) 

STEVEN F. ALDER (#00033) 

Assistant Attorneys General 

SEAN D. REYES (#7969) 

Utah Attorney General 

160 East 300 South, 5th Floor 

P.O. Box 140857 

Salt Lake City, Utah  84114-0857 

Telephone (801) 366-0353 

markburns@agutah.gov 

stevealder@agutah.gov

Attorneys for Defendant 

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, 

a Delaware Corporation, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF 

TRANSPORTATION, a Utah State Agency, 

Defendant. 

ANSWER 

Civil No. 210905204 

Judge Patrick Corum 

Defendant Utah Department of Transportation (hereinafter, “UDOT” or “Defendant”), by 

and through its undersigned counsel, submits this Answer to the claims and allegations of 

Plaintiffs’ Complaint (“Complaint”), according to the paragraph numbering in the Complaint.  

Any allegation not specifically admitted is denied. 

FIRST DEFENSE 

Plaintiffs’ Complaint and each paragraph thereof fails to state a claim upon which relief can 

be granted and should therefore be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules of Civil 

Procedure. 
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SECOND DEFENSE 

Answering specifically the allegations of Plaintiffs’ Complaint, the defendant admits, denies 

and alleges as follows: 

INTRODUCTION1

1.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 1.   

PARTIES 

2.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 2.    

3.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 3. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 4. 

5.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 5. 

6.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 6. 

FACTUAL AND LEGAL ALLEGATIONS 

7.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 7. 

8.  The allegations of Paragraph 8 quote part of a statute, Utah Code § 54-4-15.1, which 

speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its contents.  Defendant admits the quoted language is 

contained in the statute and avers the quoted language is qualified by the phrase “as prescribed in 

this act….” which incorporates by reference Defendant’s “power to determine and prescribe the 

1The numbered paragraphs of this Answer correspond to the numbered paragraphs of Plaintiff’s Complaint.  The 

Complaint’s headings are reproduced solely for the Court’s convenience; Defendant does not intend them to form 

any substantive part of its Answer.  To the extent the headings make substantive allegations, Defendant denies those 

allegations.  Defendant does not waive any defensive theory or agree to or admit that Plaintiff’s headings are 

accurate, appropriate, or substantiated.  When a textual sentence is followed by a citation, the sentence and its 

accompanying citation are referred to as one sentence. 
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manner, including … the terms of maintenance, use and protection of … each crossing of a 

public road or highway by a railroad ….” and other relevant provisions.  Utah Code § 54-4-

15(2). 

9.  The allegations of Paragraph 9 paraphrase and quote part of a statute, Utah Code § 54-

4-15.2, which speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its contents.  Defendant admits the 

quoted language is contained in the statute and avers the quoted language is qualified by the 

introductory phrase: “The funds provided by the state for purposes of this act shall be used in 

conjunction with other available money, including money received from federal sources….”  

Any allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the complete statute are 

denied. 

10.  The allegations of Paragraph 10 paraphrase and quote part of a statute, Utah Code 

§ 54-4-15.3, which speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its contents.  Defendant admits 

the quoted language is contained in the statute and avers the quoted language is prefaced by the 

phrase: “The Department of Transportation, in accordance with the provisions of Section 54-4-

15….”  Any allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the complete statute 

are denied. 

11.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 11. 

12.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 12 and avers other parts of Utah 

Admin. Code R930-5, as well as other state and federal law, also “govern[] maintenance of at-

grade railroad crossings.” 

13.  Defendant denies the allegations of paragraph 13.  Defendant avers that Plaintiff has 

not “worked cooperatively and in good faith with UDOT and other local road authorities in 
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maintaining crossings within the state of Utah” and this has resulted in disputes with the cities of 

Logan and Delta concerning Plaintiff’s practices.  Defendant avers that the dispute over crossing 

maintenance costs with the City of Logan is currently pending before the Public Service 

Commission.  Finally, Defendant avers that Plaintiff has attempted to require the closure or 

improvement of other crossings or new cost-shifting maintenance agreements before it would 

allow important highway projects to move forward or safety improvements to be completed. 

14.  Defendant lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 

of the allegations of Paragraph 14, and therefore denies the same.  

15.  The allegations of Paragraph 15 quote part of Division of Administrative Rules 

(DAR) Filing No. 53084 (Notice of Proposed Rule), which speaks for itself and is the best 

evidence of its contents.  Defendant admits the quoted language is contained in the Notice.  

Defendant admits the filing proposed an amendment to Utah Admin. Code R930-5, that it was 

authorized by Carlos M. Braceras on September 18, 2020, and that DAR published the proposed 

changes on October 15, 2020.   

16.  The allegations of Paragraph 16 quote part of DAR Filing No. 53084 (Notice of 

Proposed Rule authorized September 18, 2020), which speaks for itself and is the best evidence 

of its contents.  Defendant admits the quoted language is contained in the Notice.   

17.  The allegations of Paragraph 17 quote part of DAR Filing No. 53184 (Notice of 

Proposed Rule authorized November 5, 2020), which speaks for itself and is the best evidence of 

its contents.  Defendant admits the quoted language is contained in the Notice.  Defendant avers 

that the filing corrected summary language on the cover sheet that stated the amendment only 

applied to “crossings through state owned right of way.”  Compare DAR Filing No. 53084 
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(Notice of Proposed Rule), Section 4 (emphasis added) with DAR Filing No. 53184 (Notice of 

Proposed Rule), Section 4. 

18.  The allegations of Paragraph 18 quote part of DAR Filing No. 53184 (Notice of 

Proposed Rule authorized November 5, 2020), which speaks for itself and is the best evidence of 

its contents.  Defendant admits the quoted language is contained in the Notice. 

19.  The allegations of Paragraph 19 quote and combine different parts of DAR Filing 

No. 53184 (Notice of Proposed Rule authorized November 5, 2020), which speaks for itself and 

is the best evidence of its contents.  Defendant admits the quoted language is contained in the 

Notice. 

20.  Defendant admits DAR Filing No. 53184 states “Comments on the rule will be 

accepted until: December 31, 2020” but deny the comment period for that filing started on 

September 21, 2020, because it was not authorized by Defendant until November 5, 2020. 

Defendant avers that DAR Filing No. 53184 was published in the December 1, 2020 edition of 

the Utah State Bulletin and by operation of law the comment period on DAR Filing No. 53184 

started on that day.  See Utah Code § 63G-3-301(11)(a) (“Following the publication date, the 

agency shall allow at least 30 days for public comment on the rule.”).  Defendant avers the 

comment period on DAR Filing No. 53084 was open until November 16, 2020, but that filing 

lapsed.  Defendant admits the comment period on DAR Filing No. 53184 ended on December 

31, 2020. 

21.  Defendant admits Plaintiff mailed and e-mailed a letter containing comments on 

DAR Filing No. 53184 dated December 28, 2020, and that UDOT administration received the 

mailed letter on January 7, 2021. Defendant admits Plaintiff previously delivered a letter dated 
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November 16, 2020, to UDOT regarding proposed amendments to Rule 930-5-8, that the letter is 

attached as Exhibit D to the Complaint, and that the letter was submitted during the comment 

period for lapsed DAR Filing No. 53084. 

22.  Defendant admits the quoted letter from Plaintiff’s counsel included the quoted 

statements and legal conclusions in Paragraph 22.  The quoted letter from Plaintiff’s counsel in 

Paragraph 22 paraphrases, partially quotes from, or otherwise characterizes the proposed 

amendment to Utah Admin. Code R930-5-8, which speaks for itself and is the best evidence for 

its contents and effect. 

23.  Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 23 as to public crossing maintenance 

agreements but denies the amended rule will affect all types of public crossing agreements, 

including without limitation new agreements that are consistent with unchanged portions of the 

rule and other applicable law. 

24.  Defendant admits the quoted letter from Plaintiff’s counsel included the statements 

and legal conclusions in Paragraph 24 but deny the legal effect of the rule as alleged by Plaintiff 

and also deny the rule prohibits consideration of all other factors bearing on maintenance costs, 

some of which are specified in unamended parts of the rule or other applicable law. 

25.  Defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 25. 

26.  Defendant admits the quoted letter from Plaintiff’s counsel included the statements 

and legal conclusions in Paragraph 26.  The quoted letter from Plaintiff’s counsel in Paragraph 

26 paraphrases, partially quotes from, or otherwise characterizes the proposed amendment to 

Utah Admin. Code R930-5-8, which speaks for itself and is the best evidence for its contents and 
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effect.  To the extent a further response is deemed required, Defendant denies the allegations in 

Paragraph 26. 

27.  Defendant admits the quoted letter from Plaintiff’s counsel included the statements 

and legal conclusions in Paragraph 27.  The quoted letter from Plaintiff’s counsel in Paragraph 

27 paraphrases or otherwise characterizes the proposed amendment to Utah Admin. Code R930-

5-8, both of which speak for themselves and are the best evidence of their contents.  Any 

allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the proposed rule change are 

denied. To the extent a further response is deemed required, Defendant denies the allegations in 

Paragraph 27. 

28.  Defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 28. 

29.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 29 to the extent that allegation is 

based on maintenance rather than the construction or improvement of Section 130 crossings.   

30.  In response to the allegations of paragraph 30, Defendant admits it enacted an 

amendment to Utah Admin. Code R930-5-8 pursuant to applicable law after receiving Plaintiff’s 

counsel’s letter, that the amendment became effective on March 25, 2021, and that a copy of the 

effective rule is attached as Exhibit E to the Complaint. 

31.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 31. 

32.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 32. 

33.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 33. 

34.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 34. 

35.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 35, but admit the cited cases contain 

the quoted language.  Defendant avers that the word apportion is also defined in other ways such 
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as “to divide and assign according to a plan; allot.”  See American Heritage Dictionary of the 

English Language. 

36.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 36. 

37.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 37. 

38.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 38. 

39.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 39. 

40.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 40. 

41.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 41. 

42.  Defendant admits the authorities referenced in Paragraph 42 contain the quoted 

language but deny those cases have application here. 

43.  Defendant admits certain aspects of railroad transportation have been subject to state 

regulation but deny the United States Supreme Court has “frequently invalidated” such efforts, 

particularly where the subject matter involves the matters at issue in this case.   

44.  Paragraph 44 paraphrases and quotes part of an 8th Circuit federal case, which speaks 

for itself and is the best evidence of its contents.  Defendant avers that the case determined the 

state law at issue was not preempted, that the case involved the replacement and construction of 

bridges rather than maintenance, and that the court acknowledged, in a crossing improvement

situation, the application of a state law “to a particular bridge project must be consistent with the 

long-standing constitutional principle that State and local governments may require railroads to 

pay for the cost of railway-highway bridges ‘made necessary by the rapid growth of the 

communities,’ but ‘such allocation of costs must be fair and reasonable.’” 
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45.  Defendant lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 

allegations of Paragraph 45, and therefore denies the same. 

46.  Defendant lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 

allegations of Paragraph 46, and therefore denies the same. 

47.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 47.  Defendant avers that the amended 

rule preserves the division of maintenance responsibilities set forth in the original rule.  

Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the amended rule are denied. 

48.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 48 and further denies that the amended 

rule has the effect of an “across-the-board imposition of 100% of the costs to maintain these 

[547] at-grade public crossings….”.  Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context 

of the rule are denied. 

49.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 49. 

50.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 50. 

51.  Defendant admits the first sentence in Paragraph 51 and that the cases cited in the 

remainder of the paragraph include the quoted or partially quoted language.  Defendant avers 

that the first quotation includes the following language in the next sentence: “But the STB has 

recognized that federal preemption under the ICCTA ‘does not completely remove any ability of 

state or local authorities to take action that affects railroad property.  To the contrary, state and 

local regulation is permissible where it does not interfere with interstate rail operations, and 

localities retain certain police powers to protect public health and safety.’”  Emerson v. Kansas 

City S. Ry. Co., 503 F.3d 1126, 1132–33 (10th Cir. 2007).  Defendant avers that the second 
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quoted case involved idling trains causing pollution, not the maintenance of railroad crossings.  

Ass'n of Am. Railroads v. S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt. Dist., 622 F.3d 1094 (9th Cir. 2010). 

52.  Defendant admits the partially quoted language in Paragraph 52 exists in 49 U.S.C. 

§ 10501(b) and the cited case.  Defendant avers the statutory quotation omits key qualifying 

language that regarding the jurisdiction of the Surface Transportation Board (STB) over “the 

remedies provided in this part with respect to” the subject matter referenced in Paragraph 52.  

Defendant denies the STB has jurisdiction here and avers that no part of the statutory language 

quoted or elsewhere in the Interstate Commerce Commission Termination Act (ICCTA) 

addresses public highway crossing maintenance issues. 

53.  Defendant admits the cases cited include the partially quoted language (one 

involving a removal-fill law that required a state permit and the other which held the ICCTA did 

not expressly preempt tort claims) but deny that the STB has jurisdiction and that the ICCTA 

applies here.  

54.  Defendant admits the case cited includes the partially quoted language but deny that 

the STB has jurisdiction and that the ICCTA applies here.  

55.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 55.  Defendant avers that the amended 

rule preserves the division of maintenance responsibilities set forth in the original rule.  

Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the amended rule are denied. 

56.  Defendant denies the allegations in the first sentence in Paragraph 56 concerning the 

STB’s jurisdiction.  Defendant avers that the amended rule preserves the division of maintenance 

responsibilities set forth in the original rule and is authorized by Utah Code § 54-4-15(2) (“The 

department shall have the power to determine and prescribe the manner, including the particular 
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point of crossing, and the terms of installation, operation, maintenance, use and protection . . . of 

each crossing of a public road or highway by a railroad or street railroad, and of a street by a 

railroad or vice versa....”).  Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the 

amended rule and its authorizing statute are denied. 

57.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 57 specifically including the claim that 

the amended rule “intrude[s] on [a] uniform federal regulatory regime….”. 

58.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 58. 

59.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 59. 

60.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 60. Defendant avers that the amended 

rule preserves the division of maintenance responsibilities set forth in the original rule.  

Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the amended rule are denied. 

61.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 61. Defendant avers that the amended 

rule preserves the division of maintenance responsibilities set forth in the original rule.  

Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the amended rule are denied. 

62.  Defendant admits that DAR Filing No. 53184 includes the quoted statement.  

Defendant avers that the amended rule preserves the division of maintenance responsibilities set 

forth in the original rule.  Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the 

amended rule are denied. 

63.  Defendant admits the allegations in Paragraph 63. 

64.  The allegations in the first sentence of Paragraph 64 states legal conclusions to which 

no response is required.  Defendant denies its action amending the rule lack substantial evidence.  

Defendant avers that the amended rule preserves the division of maintenance responsibilities set 
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forth in the original rule.  Allegations contrary to the language, meaning, and context of the 

amended rule are denied. 

65.  Defendant denies the allegations in Paragraph 65. 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Pursuant to Rule 8(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, UDOT sets forth the 

following affirmative defenses and reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses if 

their existence is established through discovery or investigation. 

First Affirmative Defense 

Plaintiff’s claims improperly seek to abrogate and abolish UDOT’s statutory authority to 

“determine and prescribe the manner . . . and the terms of installation, operation, maintenance, 

use and protection . . . of each crossing of a public road or highway by a railroad or street 

railroad, and of a street by a railroad or vice versa, and to alter or abolish any such crossing….” 

Second Affirmative Defense 

By requiring UDOT to maintain a rule that allows Plaintiff to regularly create an 

“exception by agreement,” the rule allows Plaintiff to shift Plaintiff’s maintenance obligations to 

local governments and illegally force the inclusion of terms in those agreements that conflict 

with other provisions of law such as Defendant’s statutory authority to “alter or abolish any such 

crossing….” 

NOW WHEREFORE, UDOT having fully answered each and every allegation in 

Plaintiff’s Complaint, and set forth its affirmative defenses to the relief requested, asks that the 

Court: 
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1.  Declare Utah Admin. Code R930-5-8, as amended, is valid, supported by substantial 

evidence,2 and does not violate state or federal statutory, regulatory, or constitutional law; and 

2.  Grant UDOT such further relief as is just and appropriate. 

3.  In the alternative, remand the matter to UDOT for further fact-finding and/or 

rulemaking in accordance with Utah Code § 63G-2-602(4)(c) and (d). 

DATED this 28th day of October, 2021. 

SEAN D. REYES 

Utah Attorney General 

   /s/   Mark E. Burns  

MARK E. BURNS 

STEVEN F. ALDER 

Assistant Attorneys General 

Attorneys for Defendant

2 In accordance with Utah Code § 63G-3-602(3)(b)(iii), the administrative record of the rule is filed herewith as 

Exhibit A in a contemporaneous electronic filing. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that on October 28, 2021, I filed the foregoing ANSWER with the Court using the 

Utah State Court’s electronic filing system which served notification to the following:  

Julianne P. Blanch 

Alan S. Mouritsen 

Alex N. Vandiver 

PARSONS BEHLE & LATIMER

Attorneys for Plaintiff Union Pacific 

201 South Main Street, Suite 1800 

Salt Lake City, UT  84111 

JBlanch@parsonsbehle.com  

AMouritsen@parsonbehle.com 

AVandiver@parsonsbehle.com 

   /s/ Mark E. Burns  
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